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Through A Glass Darkly
T

HE causal relationship between the ever-rising price of
land and mounting unemployment was acknowledged,
belatedly and guardedly, by a Tory Minister in the Commons on February 10. The House had been considering
a Supplementary Estimate of more than £26 million—
much of which was attributable to the higher level of
unemployment—to the National Insurance fund and the
industrial injuries fund.
Mr. John Rodgers, parliamentary secretary to the Board
of Trade, replied to the debate. The Government, was
making a two-pronged attack on local unemployment, he
said. General measures to stimulate the economy had been
taken and, supplementing these, there was the attempt to
attract industry to places of unemployment and to provide
inducements to workers to go where there were jobs. As
industry had not made full use of the powers of the
Distribution of Industry Act, 1959, a letter and explanatory leaflet had been sent in January to 60,000 managing
directors throughout the country describing the scheme.
More inquiries had been received from industry during
the past three weeks than during the whole of the previous
six months since the Act had come into operation.
After detailing some other steps that the Board of
Trade had taken, Mr. Rodgers referred to the rentals for
B.O.T. factories in the development areas. His remarks
have the deepest significance.
In two classes of case, he said, they were going to
allow temporary abatement of the current market value
rents. On leases expiring before January 31, which would
be renewed at generally much higher rents, the increases
to sitting tenants would be spread over a five-year period.
Secondly, to encourage firms to take up quickly factories
which were or might become vacant, they were prepared,
during the next twelve months, to allow successful applicants a flat abatement of 25 per cent on the current market
value rent for five years. Further, the Board was prepared
to consider applications from local authorities in development areas for grants towards the clearance of derelict
sites with a view to their subsequent industrial use or to
improve the amenities of the neighbourhood.

This is a point blank admission that the market value
rent of factories—all factories, not just those owned by
the B.O.T.—has reached a level at which production is
checked. Industrialists are finding that they cannot pay
the rent demanded if they are to pay the market rate for
labour—as they needs must—and if they are to receive
a remunerative return on their capital. Thus many are
deterred from taking additional space and some, no
doubt, are relinquishing their premises when their leases
expire. In this way the number of jobs available is contracting.
Obviously factory buildings—unlike stamps and old
masters—do not become more valuable with the passage
of time. Quite the contrary: their value falls as they get
older. The nigger in the woodpile is the rapidly rising price
of land—it is factory sites, not factory buildings which
are becoming prohibitively dear, cramping manufacturers
and throwing men and women on to the dole.
The measures outlined by Mr. Rodgers will be some
help. But at best they can provide only a very partial
amelioration, for State-owned factories form only a small
minority of industrial space. An overall lowering of the
price of land is imperative and urgent. The only known
way is to impose a tax—national or local—on land values.
Such taxation would squeeze the speculative element out
of land prices, immediately and dramatically making land
available at a more acceptable price or rent. In turn this
would reduce factory rentals. Consequent remission of
some present deterrent, punitive taxation would afford
an additional fillip to industry, and make more jobs
available.

A

NOTHER point made by Mr. Rodgers reminds one
of Bastiat's essay on things seen and things unseen.
Sales of Government surplus machine tools and boots are
to be postponed. The worthy object is to prevent a possible
increase in unemployment in the two industries concerned. No doubt it will be helpful. But people who
would have bought a pair of cheap boots and had money
left for something else—a shirt, perhaps—will now have

to settle for a pair of boots only. They will be personally
worse off and somewhere a factory or factories will have
fewer orders because their demand has been curtailed.
Likewise, manufacturers who would have bought surplus
machine tools and thereby increased their efficiency or
output are bound to be adversely affected, however

NOTES OF
THE MONTH

keeps prices needlessly high. The Distribution of Industry
Act has precisely the same effect on a grander scale, as
was pointed out in our June and September editorials.

"PERSONAL FREEDOM"
Strange Device For A Party Banner

A

CLARION call for the " liberation of Britain" was
sounded in the conservative Daily Telegraph on January 29 by Peter Simple in his "Way of the World"
column. In part he wrote:
" Politicians wonder what to do next. All around them
they see apathy and dull content. Where can they find
an issue to breathe new life into politics? As it happens,
there is just such an issue. It is here, right under our
noses.
" This issue is nothing less than the liberation of Britain : liberation from a mass of idiotic restrictions designed
on various pseudo-moral and pseudo-social grounds to
prevent us from betting, eating, drinking, shopping and
amusing ourselves as and when we please: liberation from
all the boredom, frustration, crime and social dislocation
caused by these mischievous measures.
" Yes, I know all the difficulties and dangers. I remain
convinced that the first party that had the guts to inscribe
the words "personal freedom" boldly on its banners would
govern Britain for the next 10 years."
With PERSONAL FREEDOM already firmly nailed to
our mast we can hardly fail to sympathise with these
sentiments. The identity card and the ration book (and
much else beside) have been swept into limbo and yet
conditions and politics today are as Peter Simple describes
them. There is room for a campaign on the lines he
sketches. But these issues, though important, are superficial.
The real issue goes much deeper. It is Privilege in its
many guises, not Mrs. Grundy, which holds Britain in thrall.
The straightforward issue is whether society is to be forever
divided into antagonistic groups, playing beggar-my-neighbour with each other and in concert against the rest, or
whether the reign of justice shall be established, securing
for every citizen in freedom the opportunity to achieve his
or her full dignity and stature. The two major parties are
for privilege. We are for equal freedom for all. Our twinbladed policy alone can cut the cancerous growth out of
society. Many other reforms may be needed but so long
as land rent is treated as private property and trade is
curbed they can at best afford only minor benefit.

"Land & Liberty" can be obtained from
WYMAN & SONS, LTD.
6d. Monthly — Place a regular order.
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slightly. Withholding these goods from the market merely
switches unemployment from one place to another, and

HARD LUCK, S A M !
Q AMUEL MORRIS of Prestwick prefers old-fashioned
^
parchment with legalistic mumbo-jumbo to putting
noughts and crosses on a football pool coupon. And so,
we read in The Standard, of Sydney, he filed a claim to
£100 million worth of Sydney real estate. This has now
been rejected as invalid by the Registrar-General's office.
Our contemporary comments: " It appears that, up to the
date of old Edward Morris's death (1882), the land in
question was actually 'owned by the Crown'. The real
robbery didn't begin until 1830. What rotten luck for
Morrises!"
If the claim had been upheld would those hard-bitten
Diggers we met in war time have taken the decision
lying down like lambs? Or would they have demanded an
end, once and for all, to this whole sorry business of handing over public rental values to title deed holders?
A VICTORY FOR FREE TRADERS
OOD news for the harassed British housewife was
announced in the Commons on January 23. The artificially high prices of tomatoes and certain vegetables are
not to be further jacked up against her in the selfish
interests of privileged home growers. This was the sense
of a Parliamentary written answer by the President of the
Board of Trade. Sir David Eccles worded the decision
more moderately: "Having carefully considered all the
circumstances, Her Majesty's Government have reached
the conclusion that there is not sufficient justification for
an increase in the tariffs on new potatoes, fresh tomatoes,
broccoli and cauliflower or lettuce and endive. The application relating to certain classes of flowers is still being
considered."
We go further: there is no justification whatsoever for
increasing—or retaining—import taxes on anything whatsoever, and least of all on foodstuffs.
Producers immediately raised an outcry which was
sympathetically reported by a press and radio singularly
deaf to the consumer's plea for cheaper food.
So far as it goes, the decision is welcome. It is a
victory for free traders, among whom we number ourselves and some of our readers. The Land-Value Taxation League (N.W. Kent branch) and the Free Trade
Union played a leading part a year ago in opposing
the producers' request for increased protection.
LAND & LIBERTY

A DEFEAT FOR TAXPAYERS

B

A D news for taxpayers came hot on the heels of the
reprieve for consumers. They are to make a forced
gift of £ l i million to certain horticultural producers. This
will be spread over five years. Although the sum involved
is comparatively trivial and the proposal is in line with
prevailing Government practice and Opposition policy, the
scheme should nevertheless be strenuously opposed by all
who stand for freedom and justice. The taxing power
of government should be used only to collect revenue to
pay for services which are available equally to every citizen. The might and majesty of the state is abused, and
democracy is mocked, whenever some are mulcted to
benefit others.
The new proposal was announced at Question Time in
the Commons on January 26 by the Minister of Agriculture. Mr. John Hare said that the main instrument of
Government policy for promoting stability, efficiency and a
proper level of remuneration for horticulture was the
Tariff. This was comprehensively reviewed in 1953, and
the present tariff had come into operation in 1954. By
and large, it had served its purpose well. However, the
Government considered that certain sections of the industry
were facing special difficulties for which the tariffs were
not the proper answer. Therefore, they proposed to introduce legislation which would provide grants towards the
cost of buildings and equipment necessary for the preparation of fruit, vegetables and flowers for market. There
would be certain other assistance to smaller businesses
growing horticultural crops in the open, and grants to
reduce the costs of glasshouse produce. The grants would
be payable in approved cases to co-operative marketing
associations of producers as well as to individual producers. Discussions with the National Farmers' Unions
would be held in the near future.
Tory and Labour Members welcomed the Minister's
statement. But the Tories particularly were not altogether
satisfied. Major Legge-Bourke pointed out that the
scheme would not give immediate help to those who are
facing very pressing problems as a result of foreign competition, and he added that the tariff decision had caused
"very great dismay" in the industrySir P. Agnew wanted the Minister to impress upon
the President of the B. of T. "the need to keep tariffs
at a realistic level"—an ominous phrase—and "to review
them from time to time and be ready to put them up
when fair economic facts demand it."
Mr. Hurd for his part wanted the Minister to consult
with the President to see whether it was possible to restore
the effective value of tariff rates at least to the 1953 level
while these "new, hopeful and very welcome plans" were
being worked out.
Mr. T. Williams (Labour) asked the Minister to look up
the 1933 Act under which tariffs may be provided on
condition that there is a marketing scheme for the commodity in question.
The Minister confessed himself surprised that Mr. E.
MARCH, 1959

Shinwell (Labour) should harbour "such horrid thoughts"
when the latter wondered aloud whether the scheme had
anything to do with an impending Election.
A GREAT AFFAIR OF STATE ?

T

H E political correspondent of the Manchester
Guardian reported on February 11 that a storm was
brewing in the Conservative Members' Agricultural Committee over the Government's decision not to increase
tariff duties on new potatoes, etc. Leaders had met the
Prime Minister and were to have a further meeting with
him (after Land & Liberty went to press) before he left
for Moscow. It was hoped that some formula would be
found on which a compromise could be reached. Critics
of the tariff decision hoped that the application for increased duties on cut flowers would be granted. This
would give a little indirect help to tomato growers, some
of whom have entered the market for cut flowers in
support of their main activity.
The degradation to which protection leads has never
been more aptly illustrated: on the eve of a possibly
momentous visit to the Soviet Union the Prime Minister
has his thoughts diverted from the great issues of the
day—to think about tomatoes!
TENDENTIOUS TENDERNESS

N

O less sorry was the spectacle presented by Mr. Dulles
on January 27. He told a press conference in Washington that the United States decision to award to an American firm the contract to supply two hydraulic turbines
for the Greer's Ferry dam and reservoir project in
Arkansas was honest. H e denied that the decision had
been influenced by Republican politics and said that it
could be defended on its merits. One has to swallow hard
to accept that.
Mr. Dulles said that the United States had a requirement
to see that certain types of equipment vital to it were kept
"alive" for national security, and the Office of Civil Defence Mobilisation had so ruled in this case. He insisted
also that it was important to keep the American factory
at work, otherwise machinery would rust and skilled men
would be thrown out of work.
The plain fact is that a British firm—English E l e c t r i c tendered for $1,450,000, some 19 per cent below the accepted tender for $1,757,000 put in by the Philadelphia
firm, Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton. The " Buy American" Act
—a shameful blot on the Americans' reputation for business acumen and friendly generosity—allows the U.S.
Government to buy from a domestic supplier even when
a foreign bid is 6 per cent lower and, in areas where there
is substantial unemployment, this differential may be 12
per cent.
The Wall Street Journal, January 27, commented that
hardly anybody believed the security argument. " The real
reason for the decision appears to lie in Pennsylvania
politics, so there is something less than candid about drag35

ging in national security as an ostensible justification for
the decision . . . Unless the decision is reversed, the
American taxpayer will have to fork out more than
$300,000 more than is necessary for the turbines." The
editorial concludes by saying that a policy of protection
may help some firms for a brief period, but the one thing
it fails to protect is national security itself.
This episode throws into sharp relief the harmful
effects protection has as a necessary by-product on political
integrity and international relations (the British Ambassador lodged a strong protest with the U.S. Government),
to say nothing of its price-raising aspects.
"SNOOPING" ON FARMERS
T ^ H E Commons recently passed the Government's
Agriculture (Small Farmers) Bill under which many
thousands of farmers will each receive (in instalments)
up to £1,000 of taxpayers' money. The Scheme was
critically examined in these columns last December. However, we neglected to point out how it is likely to lead to
a swollen farm bureaucracy. The point was neatly made
on Report Stage, January 21, by the Labour M.P. for
Leek, Mr. Harold Davies. Commenting on Clause 2(3),
he said that members of the National Agricultural
Advisory Service would be kept "hopping around the
country watching these farms " to ensure that grant-aided
farmers were farming well. " I can remember the use
of the word ' snooping' when the Labour Government
were in power. It was called an ugly word when the
country was tough and we had just come out of the
bitterest war in the history of mankind. It was called
' snooping,' but this ugly word is forgotten now ; the same
thing is called intelligent overseeing or justifiable watching
over the taxpayers' money. May be there is a psychological difference between those high falutin' phrases and
'snooping,' but there is snooping in this Bill."
Mr. Davies added that, but for the rules of order, he
would wager Mr. Speaker a beetroot to a pig's trotter
that the Conservative Party will produce a scheme for the
smallest farmers (excluded from the present scheme) in
their General Election Manifesto. They had " g o t the
biggest farmers well away up in the blue skies of prosperity" and had divided the smaller ones among themselves and against the bigger farmers. It would be worth
while, he thought, if some of the farmers in the House
had the courage to attack vigorously the monopolies
which, he said, are digging themselves into the farming
fraternity. " I still want to know the facts about fertilisers, about the rubber industry and about the oil industry,
which is making high profits. It is the duty of some
party in this country to see that British agriculture is not
sacrificed to monopolies in that way."
MISGIVINGS A N D HUSTLE
T ^ A R M E R S do not think much of the Small Farms
scheme. At the recent annual meeting of the National
Farmers' Unions, Mr. P. Gresswell, Berkshire, moving a
36

critical resolution, said "the Bill stinks". He was surprised
that the N.F.U. should have anything to do with it. "The
Government has taken some of the money with which it
annually bribes farmers to produce at less than cost," he
said.
The meeting passed two resolutions on the Bill, one
calling for amendments to the criteria on which small
farms are to be assessed for grant on the basis of acreage
and work potential, the other criticising the imposition on
the industry of the whole cost of selective assistance to
small categories of farmers.
The president, Sir James Turner, and following speakers
expressed anxiety at the possible effects at subsequent price
reviews of the method of financing the scheme. Small
farmers who were excluded would have their incomes
reduced to provide capital for their neighbours.
The tremendous hustle with which the scheme is being
pushed forward is of outstanding interest. While the Bill
was still in Committee in the Commons, farmers who
might be eligible were invited to lodge applications. The
Ministry stated that these were being accepted provisionally
in advance of Parliamentary authority so that the main
scheme could come into operation on April 1. On principle
this procedure seems open to question. However the precedent thus estabished may be useful in forestalling delaying tactics when next a land values bill is before the House.

TORY " RESOURCEFULNESS "
A

CASE for a tax cut of £300 million was developed
by its regular contributor, John Applebey, in the Daily
Telegraph on January 22. The article concluded: " A tax
reduction of £300 million is probably on the modest side,
not, as might seem at first sight, a political extravagance.
What is needed as much as anything is that, at Budget
time, the Chancellor should present the full position—not
merely the arbitrary selection of items which is all the
Commons are usually given. Only then will tax reduction
be seen to be as obviously necessary to the economy as
well as delectable to the people."
Mr. Applebey drew his conclusions from a table, in the
form which the National Income Blue Book adopts, which
accompanied his article. This showed total public expenditure, national and local, for four years—1953 and 1957
(actual), 1958 (partly estimated) and 1959 (estimated).
Main headings were Income and Expenditure, Financial
Commitments, and Resources to meet Commitments.
Commitments are: Advances to nationalised industries
(the chief item except in 1953), Repayment of foreign
loans, and Purchase of foreign exchange.
Total resources equate with commitments. Far and away
the most important "resource" are the borrowings by the
local authorities and the central government. These, combined, were £781 million in 1953 and are estimated at
£740 million for 1959.
Except in 1958, when national savings (£200 million)
took second place, the flood of paper money from the printing press constituted the second largest "resource", acLAND & LIBERTY

cording to the table. This shows "increased note issue" (in
millions) as: £100 (1953), £125 (1957), £50 (1958), and
£100 (estimated, 1959).
Is this what the Conservatives had in mind when they
promised a sound financial administration—confiscatory
national and local taxation rising year by year, supplemented by heavy borrowings and watering of the currency?
This deplorable situation is the direct and inescapable
outcome of allowing private interests to pocket the nation's
Land Rent. It has hit the Conservatives' supporters
(especially those on fixed incomes) no less severely than
their opponents.
A LIBERAL (?) " SINGLE TAX "

T

H E entire Welfare Society should be financed by a
single tax. This suggestion is put forward in a report,
"Security for our Pensioners", published by the Liberal
Party last month. We would be loud in our praise if what
was meant was a uniform levy imposed on the unearned
rental value of land assessed on the "benefits received"
principle. However what is proposed is a "probably progressive" Social Security Tax based on the socialistic
"ability to pay" principle. Blandly the authors declare that
this would spread the burden equitably. It would do
nothing of the sort. Progressive taxation is always flagrantly
unjust. For any one service there should be only one price.
That aside, these Liberal proposals are greatly preferable
to the Government's and the Labour Party's. They would
raise present pensions immediately (by 10s. a week for
single people and 16s. for married couples), tie them to
a special Pensioners' Index to preserve them against
erosion by further inflation, and abolish the Earnings
Rule. Administration would be simplified, leading to
some economy for both Government and employers.
There is much good sense in the pamphlet. For instance,
the authors contest most strongly "the view that it is
the function of the State to molly-coddle people from the
cradle to the grave . . . we regard the collectivist idea
that, instead of standing on his own feet, man should
have everything planned and arranged for him by the
State as being wholly illiberal and destructive of individual freedom and responsibility." They see the Conservatives' pension proposals as socialistic and collectivist in
principle, the very point made in these columns last
November. The report rightly points out that present
contributions are in effect a poll tax which bears with
particular severity on the lower paid and on some selfemployed people.
BEFORE THE BREAKERS ARRIVE

A

CAMPAIGN being conducted by one of our readers,
Mr. P. M. T. Sheldon-Williams, has our warm support. Its object is twofold: (1) to acknowledge in advance
eligibility for compensation for future pain and suffering
to people living near large sites where considerable
building activity is about to take place, and (2) to
secure prompt payment on completion of building operaMARCH, 1959

tions for damage done to dwellings and property. Parliament is to be petitioned to introduce legislation on those
lines.
Mr. Sheldon-Williams, prospective Liberal candidate
for Billericay, has first-hand experience of the damage and
discomfort which large scale redevelopment can cause.
He lives close to the massive scheme near Paddington
Station which has been in hand for more than two years.
During this period, he informs us, normal life has been
disrupted by dirt, noise, vibration and diesel fumes. Work
has gone on seven days a week from early morning until
late at night. The general level of health deteriorated as
a result of fumes and lack of sleep, there were cases of
nervous breakdowns, and two children were injured. Residents in the area were put to considerable expense in various ways, telephones, radio and television services were
repeatedly interrupted and, when working, were inaudible.
Nuisance of other kinds was sustained, and vibration
cracked houses, fractured glass, and so on.
Continuing and retrospective reduction of rates was
granted on appeal by the local tribunal though not until
long after Mr. Sheldon-Williams had first raised the matter.
He was instrumental, too, in securing payment of compensation in a number of cases. The amounts varied considerably and, we are informed, tenants and residents
resented having to haggle in order to secure what they
regarded as their just and equitable due.
Mr. Sheldon-Williams is convinced that the time has
come for legislation. Amateur campaigns for compensation may come off, he says, but they do not ensure fair
play. He wants payment to be automatic so that there
is no need for poor people to resort to legal action. The
petition he has launched calls for claims to be settled
without fear, favour or prejudice, and without the intervention of speculative assessors.
As stated above, this campaign has our sympathetic
support. It appears to be a straightforward question of
simple justice, a matter which should receive the backing
of the Liberal Party and the People's League, not to
mention the popular press. We wish it God speed. Nevertheless there is this to be said. Few, if any, tenants would
voluntarily endure the frightful conditions which have
obtained at Paddington. They have stayed put, presumably, because of the virtual impossibility of finding alternative accommodation. That situation has been brought
about primarily by twin evils: an unjust system of land
tenure and a wrongful taxation system. Rent control has
exacerbated the position.
A land-value tax would radically transform the situation,
opening an avenue of escape for these people. It would
be reasonable for the local authority to meet their removal
expenses, this being charged against the increased land
value which will result from redevelopment.
PETITION FORMS F R O M :
Mr. P. M. T. Sheldon-Williams, 103 Eastbourne Mews,
Paddington, London, W.2.
or from Land & Liberty offices.
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State Industry and Inflation
A Former Treasury Minister's Analysis
T T O W state-owned industry generates inflation was explained crisply and authoritatively in the Commons
recently. Mr. Nigel Birch, a back bench Tory M.P., since
he resigned from the Treasury with Mr. Thorneycroft
and Mr. Enoch Powell in January 1958, was speaking
during the Second Reading on the Electricity (Borrowing
Powers) Bill. This increases by £1,060 million to £2,735
million the sum which three nationalised electricity undertakings may borrow.
Mr. Birch found "remarkably bland" a comment in
"Power for the Future" that prior to the 1956 Budget it
had been practicable for the industry to borrow for its
long term capital needs by the issue of British electricity
stock. " It was perfectly practicable for the industry," he
said. "What it did was to go to the Treasury and say, 'We
want £300 million', or whatever it was; an issue would
be made and it would get its £300 million. A difficulty
arose then because, in fact, when such issues were made,
more often than not, subscriptions from the public were
negligible and virtually the whole issue had to taken by
what are known as the Authorities, and the stock had to
be peddled out over a long period of time.
"These amounts are very large. I calculate that the net
borrowing by the nationalised industries in the current
financial year is £478 million. Next year, presumably, it
will be quite appreciably larger. It is very difficult indeed
to find genuine investors who wish to buy long dated
Government or Government guaranteed securities to that
amount. What happens? There are three possible consequences of these difficulties.
"The first is that the long-term interest rate may have
to be put up, so that it is higher than one would like it
to be, in order to try to attract buyers of such stock.
Secondly—and this has happened in every recent Budget—
taxation has to be higher than it otherwise would have
been in order to finance the amount of this stock for
which one could not find genuine buyers. Thirdly, if there
is a miscalculation of how much stock can be sold, which
very often happens, the capital expenditure has to be
financed by Treasury bills, which is really the printing
press, and that is inflation. One may either get higher
interest rates or higher taxation or inflation or, more
generally, all three."
Mr. Birch criticised the present Bill (which was given a
Second Reading without a Division). It sanctions borrowing—until March 31, 1965—of "an amount of money on
so vast a scale as to affect the whole of the economy and
the level of our taxation over this long period. That
seems to me to be something very near the abdication
rights of Parliament to control expenditure."
Members had pointed out that the most vital thing in
the economics of the electricity industry was the load
factor. Mr. Birch accepted that conditions in the U.S.A.
are different but it was a fact that the load factor there
38

was very much higher than in Britain. He wanted to
"rub in" the point that in America the industry had to
raise its own money. "They do not have it poured down
their throats. They therefore have this tremendous incentive all the time to drive ahead on every conceivable plan
to improve their load factor."
What happens in Britain? "In the earthly paradise
prepared by Lord Mills for the Electricity Council he has
said that nothing less than £1,050 would do to stuff the
enormous cushion on which they are to lie. How is this
sum arrived at? This is the crux of the matter. . .
"We start off with the industry itself. There we have
a number of extremely able, enthusiastic technical people
all wanting to give fine service, all wanting to expand and
all wanting to be quite certain that their own department
is not going to let the show down. Gradually, all these
claims are added together. I am, of course, not saying
in any way that there is no internal check by the area
boards and the Electricity Council. The point I am
making is that in that industry there is not a single man
who has the slightest responsibility for raising the money.
" The vast total sum is added up and it is then presented
to the Ministry of Power. What does the Ministry do?
The electricity department consists of a handful of
officials with no technical advice, whatever. All those
people can do is to argue a little and to look at the
total. They have no means whatever of saying whether
the demands are justified. Then the sum goes up to the
Treasury. Again, no technical assistance and an even
smaller staff. They may say on general economic grounds,
'You cannot have as much money' but they have no
means of knowing whether the demands are justified or
not.
"The Ministry of Power and the Treasury have no real
knowledge. Everything is done simply upon the ipse dixit
of the industry itself. I think that to be a profoundly unsatisfactory situation leading as it does and is bound to do
in the end, and as it has done in many of these industries,
to slackness and waste."
Mr. Birch offered a constructive proposal. There should
be a Comptroller and Auditor General for the nationalised
industries, a man outside politics, paid from the Consolidated Fund, with a small staff and powers to call on
the part-time services of the best technical people available.
He would carry out an efficient audit digging out the truth
about the nationalised industries so that Parliament had
something to bite on.
At present, however, "every Minister has always spoken
to the same brief on any nationalised industry. The brief
shows a disturbing complacency about the whole thing,
an almost super Panglossian optimism that all is for the
best in the best of all possible nationalised industries. They
are bound to do that. While they are responsible and have
the right to issue directions they are not supplied with
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any staff or with any means of getting advice outside the
nationalised industry itself.
That was arranged quite
specifically by the party opposite when it set up these
boards. Therefore, they are put in a false position. I think
that Ministers would welcome some outside reports and
they would certainly learn from them things that they do
not know at present."
Anticipating objection to his proposal on the grounds
that it would upset the management of the great nationalised monopolies—such delicate flowers that they cannot
withstand criticism—Mr. Birch said:
"The first thing is that they have no shareholders. We
hear a great deal from right hon. and hon. Members
opposite about the functionless shareholder. Where shareholders have really been functionless is in the nationalised
industries. I would take a long bet that if several of the
nationalised industries, which I could name but will not,
had, in fact, been privately owned the shareholders would
have exercised their power of veto long ago and sacked
the board. But nothing, in fact, has happened. The
nationalised industries can bear the making of losses with
Roman fortitude and, whatever happens, they get the
capital poured down their throats. There is none of the
discipline of the market, the sort of thing that makes
businessmen grow old before their time. None of these
disciplines apply.
" Therefore, some form of discipline must be applied.
They may say that it is 'all kicks and no ha'pence'. I
think that the boards of nationalised industries are underpaid. They have a big job and they ought to be paid more.
I am all in favour of higher salaries, fiscal privileges and
pensions for them. But, once having treated them properly,
I would keep them up to the mark."
We regard Mr. Birch's whole speech and his specific
proposal as a most valuable contribution to the vexed
question of state ownership. Nevertheless, it is only a
step in the right direction although possibly it is the most
that is politically feasible in present circumstances. All the
state monopolies should be broken up into competing
units and sold to private operators. Taxpayers and consumers would benefit. And a prime cause of inflation
would be removed.

T

He Land Question was touched on interestingly later
in the debate when Mr. Malcolm Macmillan (Labour,
Western Isles) referred to payments made to landowners
by the North of Scotland Hydro-Electric Board. In the
Board's last report and accounts there had appeared a
heading, "Compensation". By devious means he had discovered, and had had to disclose, that Lord Lovat had
lodged certain informal objections which the Minister had
denied were technically objections at all.
Mr. Macmillan said: " In the case of one scheme, the
Strathfarrar-Kilmorack scheme, the sum involved was
£200,000. I could not have got that disclosure from the
Minister, or the Hydro-Electric Board. It came from a
mysterious but reliable source, and it turned out to be
fairly correct. There was £100,000 involved, and also inMARCH, 1959

direct compensation. There was involved expenditure on
new roads, on the reconstruction of roads, and on general
improvements on the Lovat estate, a sum of over £102,000.
Thus, the total amounted in cash and in other ways to
over £200,000 of material advantage to one alone of the
objecting landlords in connection with this StrathfarrarKilmorack scheme.
" This is one example of the lack of disclosure and of
a lack of frankness when hon. Members of the House are
asked to commit themselves, to commit the Treasury, to
commit the Government, the nation, the taxpayer and his
wife. Shortly afterwards another landlord said that in
respect of the same scheme he had received compensation
of £50,000. We still do not know what the full Lovat
compensation amounted to. Sir John Stirling then disclosed that he, too, had received £50,000 in respect of
the project."
Mr. Macmillan mentioned in general terms a further
case which the Secretary of State had claimed (incorrectly
in Mr. Macmillan's view) was sub judice. He summarised
the position in these words :
" While the North of Scotland Board has been handing
out largesse to landlords, it has been denying electricity
to small, sparsely populated areas, contrary to its statutory
priority under the directive of this House.
" We are told that the Board has run out of money. How
can we reconcile their statements when, on the one hand,
we are told of the settlement of £200,00 with Lord Lovat
and, on the other, that the Board has no resources with
which to extend its supply to the islands of Barra and
North Uist? Why cannot we have enough information to
see whether the Board is being extravagant in its awards
on landlords' compensation claims?"

R

EPLYING on the debate, the Secrtary of State for
Scotland, Mr. John Maclay, curtly dismissed "the
matter of publicity for compensation". We are to accept,
apparently, that it is not in the public interest for taxpayers
to know how much of their money is handed over to private interests before public improvements (which, in turn,
further benefit private interests) are put in hand.
Mr. Maclay said: "Apparently the Labour Party wants
nationalised boards to get on with their day-to-day business, and it would be folly to insist on maximum publicity
for everything they do. If one is negotiating on terms of
compensation, it is clear that if everything one does is
done in public, one prejudices the next negotiation with
someone else. On business grounds, it would be stark
folly to do as the hon. Member suggests".
In the same way taxpayers are kept in the dark about
the vast sums paid whenever roads, schools and other
public developments are put in hand. Are we really to
believe that politicians tenderly pull the wool across our
eyes in our interests? Whatever next?
SHOT AND SHELL FOR PROPAGANDISTS
RATES ARE NEWS at this time of year. Readers are asked
to send cuttings from their local newspapers of Finance Committee
recommendations, rates struck, ratepayers' protests, etc.
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ARCHIMEDES
IVE me whereon to stand", said Archimedes, "and
^
I will move the earth." The boast was a pretty safe
one, for he knew quite well that the standing place was
wanting, and always would be wanting. But suppose he had
moved the earth, what then? What benefit would it have
been to anybody? The job would never have paid working expenses, let alone dividends, and so what was the use
of talking about it? From what astronomers tell us, I
should reckon that the earth moved quite fast enough
already, and if there happened to be a few cranks who
were dissatisfied with its rate of progress, as far as I am
concerned, they might push it along for themselves; I
would not move a finger or subscribe a penny piece to
assist in anything of the kind.
Why such a fellow as Archimedes should be looked
upon as a genius I never could understand; I never heard
that he made a pile, or did anything else worth talking
about. As for that last contract he took in hand, it was
the worst bungle I ever knew; he undertook to keep the
Romans out Syracuse; he tried first one dodge and then
another, but they got in after all, and when it came to
fair fighting he was out of it altogether, a common soldier
in a very business-like sort of way settling all his pretensions.
It is evident that he was an over-rated man. He was in
the habit of making a lot of fuss about his screws and
levers, but his knowledge of mechanics was in reality of a
very limited character. I have never set up for a genius
myself, but I know of a mechanical force more powerful
than anything the vaunting engineer of Syracuse ever
dreamed of. It is the force of land monopoly; it is a screw
and lever all in one; it will screw the last penny out of
a man's pocket, and bend everything on earth to its own
despotic will. Give me the private ownership of all the
land, and will I move the earth? No; but I will do more.
I will undertake to make slaves of all the human beings
on the face of it. Not chattel slaves exactly, but slaves
nevertheless. What an idiot I would be to make chattel
slaves of them. I would have to find them salts and senna
when they were sick, and whip them to work when they
were lazy.
No, it is not good enough. Under the system I propose
the fools would imagine they were all free. I would get
a maximum of results, and have no responsibility whatever.
They would cultivate the soil; they would dive into the
bowels of the earth for its hidden treasures; they would
build cities and construct railways and telegraphs; their
ships would navigate the ocean; they would work and
work, and invent and contrive; their warehouses would be
full, their markets glutted, and
The beauty of the whole concern would be
That everything they made would belong to me.
It would be this way, you see: As I owned all the land,
they would of course, have to pay me rent. They could
not reasonably expect me to allow them the use of the
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land for nothing. I am not a hard man, and in fixing the
rent I would be very liberal with them. I would allow
them, in fact, to fix it themselves. What could be fairer?
Here is a piece of land, let us say, it might be a farm, it
might be a building site, or it might be something else—if
there was only one man who wanted it, of course he
would not offer me much, but if the land be really worth
anything such a circumstance is not likely to happen. On
the contrary, there would be a number who would want
it, and they would go on bidding and bidding one against
the other, in order to get it. I should accept the highest
offer—what could be fairer? Every increase of population,
extension of trade, every advance in the arts and sciences
would, as we all know, increase the value of land, and the
competition that would naturally arise would continue to
force rents upward, so much so, that in many cases the
tenants would have little or nothing left for themselves.
In this case a number of those who were hard pushed
would seek to borrow, and as for those who were not
so hard pushed, they would, as a mattter of course, get the
idea into their heads that if they only had more capital
they could extend their operations, and thereby make their
business more profitable. Here I am again. The very man
they stand in need of; a regular benefactor of my species,
and always ready to oblige them. With such an enormous
rent-roll I could furnish them with funds up to the full
extent of the available security; they would not expect me
to do more, and in the matter of interest I would be
equally generous.
I would allow them to fix the rate of it themselves in
precisely the same manner as they had fixed the rent. I
should then have them by the wool, and if they failed in
their payments it would be the easiest thing in the world
to sell them out. They might bewail their lot, but business
is business. They should have worked harder and been
more provident. Whatever inconvenience they might suffer,
it would be their concern, and not mine. What a glorious
time I would have of it! rent and interest, interest and
rent, and no limit to either, excepting the ability of the
workers to pay. Rents would go up and up, and they
would continue to pledge and mortgage, and as they went
bung, bung, one after another, it would be the finest sport
ever seen. Thus, from the simple leverage of land monopoly, not only the great globe itself, but everything on the
face of it would eventually belong to me. I would be
king and lord of all, and the rest of mankind would be
my most willing slaves.
It hardly needs to be said that it would not be consistent with my dignity to associate with the common rank
and file of humanity; it would not be politic to say so, but,
as a matter of fact, I not only hate work but I hate those
who do work, and I would not have their stinking carcasses near me at any price. High above the contemptible
herd I would sit enthroned amid a circle of devoted worshippers. I would choose for myself companions after my
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own heart. I would deck them with ribbons and gewgaws
to tickle their vanity; they would esteem it an honour to
kiss my glove, and would pay homage to the very chair
that I sat upon; brave men would die for me; parsons
would pray for me, and bright-eyed beauty would pander
to my pleasures. For the proper management of public
affairs I would have a parliament, and for the preservation
of law and order there would be soldiers and policemen,
all sworn to serve me faithfully; their pay would not be
much, but their high sense of duty would be a sufficient
guarantee that they would fulfil the terms of the contract.
Outside the charmed circle of my society would be
others eagerly pressing forward in the hope of sharing my
favours; outside of these would be others again who
would be forever seeking to wriggle themselves into the
ranks of those in front of them, and so on, outward and
downward, until we reach the deep ranks of the workers
forever toiling and forever struggling merely to live, and
with the hell of poverty forever threatening to engulf them.
The hell of poverty, that outer realm of darkness where
there is weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth—the
social Gehenna, where the worm dieth not, and the fire is
not quenched—here is a whip more effective by far than
the keenest lash of the chattel slave owner, urging them
on by day, haunting their dreams by night, draining
without stint the life blood from their veins, and pursuing
them with relentless constancy to their graves. In the buoyancy of youth many would start full of hope and with high
expectations; but, as they journeyed along, disappointment
would follow disappointment, hope would gradually give
place to despair, the promised cup of joy would be
turned to bitterness, and the holiest affection would become a poisoned arrow quivering in the heart!
What a beautiful arrangement—ambition urging in
front, want and the fear of want bringing up the rear!
In the conflicting interests that would be involved, in the
throat-cutting competition that would prevail, in the
bitterness that would be engendered beween man and man,
husband and wife, father and son, I should, of course,
have no part. There would be lying and cheating, harsh
treatment by masters, dishonesty of servants, strikes and
lockouts, assaults and intimidation, family feuds and
interminable broils; but they would not concern Me.
In the serene atmosphere of my earthly paradise I would
be safe from all evil. I would feast on the daintiest of
dishes, and sip wines of the choicest vintage; my gardens
would have the most magnificent terraces and the finest
walks. I would roam mid the umbrageous foliage of the
trees, the blooming flowers, the warbling of birds, the
jetting of fountains, and the splashing of pellucid waters;
my palace would have its walls of alabaster and domes
of crystal, there would be furniture of the most exquisite
workmanship, carpets and hangings of the richest fabrics
and finest textures, carvings and paintings that were
miracles of art, vessels of gold and silver, gems of the
purest ray glittering in their settings, the voluptuous strains
of the sweetest music, the perfume of roses, the softest
of couches, a horde of titled lackeys to come and go at
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my bidding, and a perfect galaxy of beauty to stimulate
desire, and administer to my enjoyment. Thus would I
pass the happy hours away, while throughout the world
it would be a hallmark of respectability to extol my
virtues, and anthems would be everywhere sung in praise.
Archimedes never dreamt of anything like that. Yet,
with the earth for my fulcrum and its private ownership
for my lever, it is all possible. If it should be said that
the people would eventually detect the fraud, and with
swift vengeance hurl me and all my courtly parasites to
perdition, I answer, " Nothing of the kind, the people are
as good as gold, and would stand it like bricks, and I
appeal to the facts of today to bear me witness."
SOVIET TAX "REFORM"

W

ESTERN countries should heed something said by
Mr. Kruschev recently. He has repeatedly challenged
them to a peaceful economic competition. On January 27,
during the six hour speech before the Communist Party
Congress in Moscow which he presented his new sevenyear plan, he promised that income tax paid by individuals
would be abolished during the next few years.
This fine-sounding promise is neither philanthropic nor
egalitarian: in fact it will benefit the higher paid to the
detriment of the poorer people. This is because direct
taxation, including income tax, accounts for only 8 per
cent of the Soviet Union's revenue. The rest comes from
what is in fact a very heavy sales tax. Such taxation invariably bears with the greatest severity on the poorer
classes. Obviously it will have to be increased to make
good the loss of revenue from income taxation.
Abolition of income tax may be intended solely or
primarily to benefit those in the higher echelons of Soviet
society. A more likely interpretation, however, is that
such taxation discourages enterprise—even at a maximum
rate of 13 per cent (2s 7 | d . in the £). How much greater
is the deterrent effect of the far higher rates levied in
Britain and other non-Communist countries.
If the West means to take up Mr. Kruschev's economic
challenge it should set about abolishing its Soviet-type
income and sales taxation. National exchequers can be
replenished—simply, and with absolute justice—by pumping the vast pools of land values which await the attention
of finance ministers.
HENRY GEORGE SCHOOL

I

T has not been possible to prepare in time a detailed
report on the current classes. Enrolment was up to
standard and attendance is being maintained. Classes are
as advertised in our January issue except that, due to the
sudden death of Mr. R. H. H. Jones, visiting tutors have
been taking turns at conducting the International Trade
course at New Eltham. The class at Dartford had to be
cancelled.
Total enrolment last year for the three terms was 463
for the basic courses and 121 for the advanced. More than
60 per cent of those who enrolled stayed to the end—a
percentage which many evening institutes would envy.
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All Up With The E.P.U.
And Not A Day Too Soon
By J. FRANCIS EGGLESTON, A.I.B.
T ^ H E European Payments Union, now being dis-1mantled, is one of the disastrous post-war economic
gimmicks. It was devised ineffectually to plug the
yawning gaps, the inconsistencies and fallacies, the
monetary malaise, and the destruction of incalculable
profitable commerce, caused by the fantastic Rules of
the International Monetary Fund. The scheme was
rushed through the Commons in about five minutes.
From a period vastly ante-dating the discovery of
America by Columbus, European countries transferred
money from country to country by manual coin exchange,
by the subtle and flexible mechanism of the Bill
of Exchange, the activities and the accounts-current of
merchants, the " Nostro " and " Vostro" accounts of
banking houses, and free foreign exchange markets existing in London, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Milan, Geneva,
etc. When Napoleon invaded Russia, he was chagrined
to find Russian merchants using Bank of England notes
as if they were gold.
Into this ancient and widespread system came strange
theories and unworkable devices thought out in Cambridge
and Harvard, in Schools of Economics and Treasuries
where the mention of that powerful and flexible link
between countries and currencies—the Free Market—was
heresy and taboo. Participation in the methods which had
been proved by centuries of experience became an indictable offence.
The ill-working and half-baked schemes of the I.M.F.
created, inevitably, dollar-distress and dollar-worship in
dozens of countries. Into this artificial confusion came
first Marshall Aid, and then, after a series of bickering
and blundering conferences at stratospheric level, came
the European Payments Union. A brand new, and perfectly impossible unit, of .888671 oz. of fine gold, was
devised: a unit which existed neither on earth, nor in the
waters under the earth. Whether it had some being on
the hills, in the clouds, in inter-lunar or inter-planetary
space, we cannot say. But this provided the precarious
basis on which pirouetted this truly disastrous scheme. By
this device, Central Banks cheated each other at the end
of each monthly settlement period, or were cheated. The
non-existant, 6-place decimal fantasy was superimposed
on a Great Britain where no-one could manufacture even
a 22-carat ring or legally and automatically possess a
single gold sovereign. The whole framework of the E.P.U.
had, ab initio, lost touch with the realities of the Market.
Within sixteen months of the inception of the E.P.U.,
the import blocks imposed almost over-night by Mr.
Butler, in order to "save" the pound, initiated a threeyear period of increasing prices and diminishing foreign
trade. Germany, buying in every cheap world market,
was making the Mark more valuable, even though she had

a temporary deficit with the E.P.U. For she had a comfortable concomitant surplus of good solid merchandise
and equipment, a real and valuable spring-board of infinite advantageThus, every export from Germany to an over-valued
French franc country and an overvalued British Sterling
country was given a boost of about 15 per cent. The
approximate overvaluation of the franc and sterling, and
the payment of 75 per cent deficits in dollars and gold,
brought about this anomaly.
Little wonder that Germany made "miraculous" progress
and Mr. Butler had to go cap in hand to what had been
a broken, beaten and bisected country, hand over £30
million in gold on account and promise the remainder on
the "never-never".
Sir Stafford Cripps hailed the scheme as the greatest
diplomatic triumph. However, by pledging to pay interest
at 2 per cent per annum on deficits, Britain has paid about
$100 million under this heading, not one cent of which
would have been paid had centuries-old wisdom, and the
technique evolved in the City of London, been followed.
Let us briefly sketch the high-lights of this unlamented
E.P.U. taken from the Financial Times and other semiofficial sources.
August, 1950. The E.P.U. contains certain fundamental
defects.
December, 1951. American officials are of the melancholy opinion that the predominant pressures in the
months ahead will be toward more, not less, restrictionism.
November, 1951. Mr. Butler's shattering import cuts
reduced the trade between France and the Sterling Area
by about 25 per cent—a misfortune from which France
has never recovered, and for which she will long suffer.
And worse still, the slashing enthusiasm of Mr. Butler
spread like wildfire to Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa and particularly Pakistan, with staggering political
repercussions in the last-named country and a general
bedevilment of our trade since then, with the first-named
countries.
January, 1953. United Kingdom deficit cumulatively
£323,334,643—roughly £300 per second day and night
since inception.
September, 1954. World Bank Annual Report. Prof.
Dr. Ludwig Erhard's statement showed in banner headlines in the Financial & Commercial Chronicle, of New
York : WE MUST ABOLISH EXCHANGE CONTROL.
English papers did not copy or even mention this.
September, 1955. Mr- Ivar Rooth, Managing Director
of the I.M.F., told the Pakistan Council of Economic
Research that the Fund was considering the formation
of a "Payments Union" for eastern countries. (In our
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opinion a huge swarm of locusts would do considerably
less damage.)
January, 1955. Great Britain, which in Liberal days
lent to the whole world and borrowed from none, headed
the deficit countries with 671.3 millions of units of
DEFICIT. Germany had 956 millions SURPLUS.
June, 1956. United Kingdom owed 334 million units.
December, 1958. Ring down the Curtain on the E.P.U.,
fortunately before we had to sell Madame Tussauds or
the Monument to pay our debts. The British Lion was
then seen with a worried look licking its deficits, its
bilateral "never-never" agreements, and determined, for

some unearthly reason, to make handsome presents to
foreigners holding External Sterling.

•
Truly our bureaucrats move in a mysterious way, their
wonders to perform, but it would be a far, far better
thing if they left more of their responsibility to lie on
the broad shoulders of the Free Market where Central
Banks and individuals could settle their temporary surpluses and deficits swiftly, silently and efficiently, unbedevilled by that ignis fatuus of .888671 oz of fine gold.
Sic transit gloria sterlingorum ! ! !

Tax Spanners In The Works
Or, How Not To Assess Rates

A

FORTUNE awaits the man who can design a factory
that will rotate on its axis—if the Minister of Housing and Local Government accepts a majority recommendation in the Report of the five member Committee
on the Rating of Plant and Machinery. The Committee
(chairman, Sir Edward H. Ritson) was appointed by Mr.
Henry Brooke in November 1957. Its task was to revise
the thirty year old list of types of plant and machinery
which should be liable to local rates.
The Committee held 26 meetings, visited three industrial premises, and drew up a Report which, with
appendices, cost £1,605 to prepare. If local revenue were
derived exclusively from the rental value of land, as it
should be, these gentlemen would have been free to devote
their time and energy to more useful activities.
The existing list was brought into being under the Plant
and Machinery (Valuation for Rating) Order, 1927. This
divides plant into four classes. The Ritson Committee
have proposed that in Class 1 (items for the generation,
storage, primary transformation or main transmission of
power, and heating, lighting, ventilating, etc.) less electrical apparatus should be rated under the heading of "main
transmission of power". This is because electrical power
circuits have been rated more severely than any other form
of power.
The list of items in Class II—passenger lifts and
elevators—and Class III—railway and tramway lines and
tracks—is left unaltered.
The Committee has revised the list in Class IV—items
"in the nature of a building or structure"—which the
passage of time has made out of date.
The local authority associations, professional institutions
and industrial and trade associations which submitted
written evidence argued that the list should be abandoned.
They contended that any list would be necessarily incomplete, that it would become outdated by technological
advance, and that because identical items of plant and
machinery go by different names in different industries,
some items escape rateability, thus creating injustice
between different industries. Futhermore they claimed
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that it gave rise to uncertainty and confusion, and that it
was a fruitful source of dispute and litigation.
These objections were based on long, practical experience by responsible bodies, and at first some members of
the Committee found them formidable. But on examination it concluded that the arguments were not well founded,
and that in any event its terms of reference did not empower it to recommend abolition. Members believed that
a list has positive advantages in that it leads to a greater
measure of certainty and thus affords less cause for dispute
and litigation. Also if the list were abolished there would
be a "real risk"—words worth noting—of an extension of
rate liability to heavy machines, such as printing presses
and rolling mills, which at present are exempt. Industrialists are anxious, naturally enough, to prevent an
extension, and the whole tone of this section of the Report
is in support of that attitude. The Committee recommended
that its revised list should be periodically reviewed, and
that such review might conveniently be timed to coincide
with quinquennial revaluation.
The Committee unanimously rejected a number of proposals put to it. With the one exception that process plant
should be exempted, these suggestions all sprang from the
contention that only "massive" plant or machinery should
be rated. Nevertheless, two members (Mr. Dulake and Mr.
Pickworth) found great merit in the proposal to exempt
(like tools of trade) all process plant and machinery.
Mr. Lyell alone of the five members accepted the case
for exempting "plant which in the normal course of business is regarded as transferable and which is limited in
weight, size and volume". The other four members thought
there was substance to industry's complaint that there has
been a rising tide of rateability during the past few years
but that fears that this trend may continue were exaggerated. So as to afford industry "some reassurance" on this
point, they offered a formula designed to keep small
structures out of liability. In so doing they freely acknowledged that the test of size was a purely arbitrary one
which may result in some litigation and uncertainty.
Sir Edward Ritson and Mr. Lyell could not accept a
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proposal, which was pressed with some vigour, that plant
which moves or rotates should not be subject to local
taxation. But the other three members thought that it
would be right to exempt power-operated plant having these
characteristics. They contended that "an installation, even
a large one, which moves in the course of its operation
takes on the character of machinery, and the general
intention of the legislation has always been to exempt
machinery from rateability".
Another aspect of this vexing question of "moveability"
arises where fixed plant and moving machinery are combined. The endless conveyor belt in bakers' ovens is an
example. The law is clearly established that the moving
parts are rate-exempt but nevertheless the Committee
learned that industrialists are anxious on this score. Therefore it has recommended that the position should be
established by Order. It also proposed that plant used
to purify trade effluent before it is discharged into the
public sewer should be exempt. A minor amendment to
the law would be necessary to give effect to this.
Among the "items in the nature of a building or structure" which the Committee has added to the Class IV
list are accelerators and reactors used for research into
atomic energy ("this may impose fresh rating burdens on

universities"); boilers; pipes; and walkways, stairways,
handrails and catwalks.
No supporter of land-value rating could read the Committee's reflections on Gantries (paras. 84, 85) without
smiling. Gantries caused the members "a good deal of
anxious thought". They mean different things to different
people. Few would disagree, the Report states, that the
fixed kind, such as is used to support signals over railway
lines, is a structure which should be included as rateable
in Class IV. "Equally, there would be few who would
deny that a crane is a machine, pure and simple,
and should be regarded as a chattel, exempt from
rates. (It is, of course, not named in the list.)" Some
gantries support a moving traveller, containing a hoist,
while other kinds move on rails fixed to the ground.'
"Expert opinion is divided on what constitutes the gantry
and what the crane . . ."
Here is scope for some modern Solomon. With a deft
sword cut, the Committee separated "all moving parts of
gantries"—which should be exempt—leaving only "fixed
gantries" to be taxed by the local authority.
Very neat. Apart from those who would exempt all
labour products from taxation (local and national), who
could think of a better solution?

A Tutor's Notebook — 3

The Distribution of Wealth
'T< H E legendary Robin Hood must be amongst the
most imitated of men. His policy of robbing the
rich to give to the poor has found increasing favour with
governments throughout the world during the past halfcentury. Obsessed with the central problem of the distribution of wealth they have surrounded themselves with
experts—lineal descendents of the merry men clothed all
in greeno—ever ready with some sophisticated version of
Robin's simple ploy. Aside from foreign affairs, the time
of governments everywhere has been, and is, devoted
almost entirely to this problem in its many forms. In
turn, the complexities of foreign affairs are, broadly
speaking, an extension of the problem.
It is not surprising, therefore, if the student of economic
affairs is at first contemptuously sceptical when it is
suggested that the problem is not intractable. Throughout
his intellectual life his mind has been assailed by conflicting theories. From an early age, whatever his background, he has been taught to distrust the seemingly simple
solution. Life is complex, he has been told. This is the
age of the expert, with his specialised knowledge and
jargon.
The average student so conditioned regards property
and wealth in one of two ways. Either he sees it as an
enemy to be fought, or he regards it as a sacred right
to be jealously guarded.
Paradoxical though it may seem at first, there is no
ground to disagree with either viewpoint—provided that

the terms "property" and "wealth" are fully and correctly
defined.
This average student of economic affairs probably
accepts in principle the activities of his government in
the field of the so-called distribution of wealth. Depending on his environment either he applauds a taxation
system that becomes increasingly burdensome with increased income or, while disliking it, he regards such
taxation as inevitable.
He accepts, too, as proven the alleged need for Trade
Unions. In what other way could workers be protected
from exploitation? How else could they be assured of
maintaining their standards?
And if there are associations of workers, then naturally
there must be associations of traders to ensure that their
interests are fully protected also. That, at least, is how
it appears to our student. He accepts as completely
normal the division of a nation into numerous antagonistic
groups.
These divisions are unnecessary. They can be healed.
Further, much of the structural organisation of our society,
which many regard as evidence of our high civilisation,'
is a mere facade which masks a serious and fundamental'
malaise.
This is a large claim to make ? Indeed, yes. Yet anyone
who understands the simple natural laws that govern the
distribution of wealth within the community will know
that it is valid and that it can be substantiated. These
laws will be considered in the next "note" in this series.
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Tenth International Conference
on Land-Value Taxation and Free Trade
Hanover, 25th J u l y - I s t August, 1959

A

T least 100 members from fifteen countries are expected to meet in Hanover, West Germany, during the
last week of July. Enrolments at mid-February had been
received as follows: Australia (2), Austria (1), Canada (7),
Denmark (15), France (6), Germany (5), Great Britain (37),
Holland (3), Hong Kong (4), Israel (1), New Zealand (1),
South Africa (2), Sweden (2), and U.S.A. (19)—a total
of 107.
Among those who have already accepted invitations
to present papers are: The President of the Union, the
Hon. F. A. W. Lucas, Q.C. (South Africa), the President
Emeritus, Mr. J. Rupert Mason (California), Dr. Sven
Rydenfelt (Sweden), Mr. Robert Clancy, Director of the
Henry George School, New York, Miss V. G. Peterson,
Secretary of the Robert Schalkenbach Foundation, New
York, and Mr. Ashley Mitchell, joint honorary treasurer,
England. It is hoped that Dr. Viggo Starcke, Minister
without Portfolio in the Danish Coalition Government,
will be free to attend.
Readers who may be able to attend and who have not
already enrolled are asked to enrol immediately. Total
cost of food and accommodation, plus conference fee, is
upwards from £12 15s. (say $14) according to accommodation. Minimum total cost including return fares from
London is a little under £30.
American and Canadian readers are strongly recommended to contact The Bankers and Merchants Travel
Service, at 511 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. (Tel.
MU 7-6938), who have been reappointed to serve as
official travel representatives for the Conference.
READERS WHO HAVE NOT YET COMPLETED THE
FORM SENT WITH MR. BLUNDELL'S LETTER DATED
FEBRUARY IS ARE ASKED TO DO SO WITHOUT DELAY.

Spain
GEORGEIST AUTHOR HONOURED

T

HE Academy for Moral and Political Science in
Madrid has awarded a prize of about £100 (15,000
pesetas) for a work which advocates the taxation of land
values. The author, Mr. J. Anglada-Prior, is a vice-president of the International Union for Land-Value Taxation
and Free Trade. He will receive in addition a diploma
and 200 copies of the book which is to be published by
the Academy. The award was announced in the January
20 edition of the Boletin Official del Estado, the official
organ of the Spanish government.
Entitled " For a Better Fiscal System", the work shows
how the condition of the working classes is variously
affected by the manner in which taxes are imposed, and
what is the final incidence of taxation. It is in two parts.
The first exposes the defects and evils of the present fiscal
system. The second outlines the perfect fiscal system,
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showing the justice and advantage of collecting the
economic rent of land for public purposes. The whole
is preceded by a summary and definition of the principal
terms used in Political Economy.

Australia
LAND VALUES IN N.S.W.
N fortyeight years the site value of land in New
South Wales has increased more than fifteenfold.
Our Sydney contemporary, The Standard, gave the following figures in its January issue :

I

Unimproved Capital Value
1909
£63,255,000
1957
£1,085,460,000
A half-page advertisement by a London property firm
in The Estates Gazette of January 10 throws some light
on these figures. In part it reads: "Real Estate Overseas:
The opportunities to develop and invest in property in
Australia and New Zealand are virtually unlimited. In
both countries the continuing rapid growth of population
and industry ensure a steady increase in land values in
the towns and in marginal a r e a s . . . "
There is no nonsense here (or in estate agents' advertisements generally) about the title-deed holder making his
land valuable. The truth of the matter is explained with
a brevity and clarity hard to excel.
A SET-BACK IN VICTORIA
HE four-to-one decision in favour of rating land
values only given by ratepayers in Benalla, Victoria,
last autumn (L. & L. October) affected only the general
rates. Rates for water and sewerage, which are provided
by a separate Trust, remained on buildings and improvements. Unfortunately, hopes that new Commissioners,
favourable to land-value rating, would be returned to the
Trust at the recently held triennial elections have not been
realised. While opponents rustled up every possible
supporter, increasing the vote against L.V.R. by 312 above
the council poll, supporters were so complacently certain
of victory that nearly 1,000 stayed away. Total poll was
30 per cent as against 55 per cent on the earlier occasion,
and voting was:—
For Land-Value Rating Candidates
738
For Candidates Opposed to L.V.R.
828
As the difference in votes is only 90, a fair voting system
would allocate three of the seven places to our friends.
Instead, not one was returned.
Our Melbourne contemporary, Progress, on whose report
the foregoing is based, reports that at the first Borough
council meeting following the victorious ratepayers' poll
seven applications for subdivision of vacant land were

T

Continued at foot of next page.
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A N ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN
IN LONDON'S WEST END?
Mr. L. J. Hubbard, Muswell Hill, writes:

T WAS in the West End a couple of Sundays ago, (for
the Chaplin film at London Pavilion) when the heavy
snow was falling. The hundreds of parked cars in the sidestreets were fair game for slogan writers. Back windows
were scrawled with such popular sentiments as "Down
with Freedom", "Repent" and "Hands Off the Moon".
One, in splendid isolation bore the legend "Tax Land
Values". 'Twas a pleasant shock. (I didn't do it—wonder
who did).
*

*

*

So do we. Have readers noticed how footprints in the
snow record to some extent the differing value of land?
Single tracks lead from residential roads, where land
values are comparatively low, converge at corners and
multiply as they approach the town, often passing idle
sites, until they disappear into a dirty slush under foot
where land values are highest. Careful observation after
a snowfall in an urban district can be most instructive—
especially when one has a companion who, until then,
was ignorant of the Law of Rent!
ONE WAY TO RECOUP VALUES
CREATED BY PUBLIC ENTERPRISE
Miss Helen Smith, Vancouver, B.C., sends this extract from an
1958 6 ^ D ° U g l a S D a c r e i n Macleans magazine for November 8,

F | U R I N G the recent construction of the trans-provincial 401 highway the Ontario Department of Highways
found itself faced with the problem of cutting farms into
two halves by expropriating only a strip of 'and wide
enough for the right-of-way. This bisection would have
rendered the land useless for farming because cattle and
barns would have become separated by a heavily used
highway. To simplify proceedings the government expropriated the whole farm properties. After the highway was
built it was left with large tracts of unwanted land. So
it put the land up for public auction. By this time the
VICTORIA — Continued from previous page

received. Previously they had been few and far between.
Speculators know, none better, that the withholding of
land from use is unprofitable when rates are assessed on
land values.
Progress also publishes an intensely interesting article
on the meteoric development of Moorabbin City, the
fastest growing municipality in Victoria. It is reprinted
from the Moorabbin Standard-News of August 22 last
year. The number of factories, jobs and homes has risen
rapidly during the past decade or so. It is no mere coincidence that this has happened since ratepayers voted by
a substantial majority in 1946 to exempt buildings and
improvements from rates and to raise municipal revenue
by a local tax on land values.
When space permits, we hope to reprint or quote from
this article.
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highway had made that land desirable for building. In
one case the department received thirty thousand dollars
an acre for land which a year or so earlier had cost it
by expropriation five hundred dollars an acre.
FOR AMERICAN RAILWAYMEN
Mr. J. Rupert Mason, San Francisco, writes

T * ™ Railroad Telegrapher magazine, January, 1959 has
x
a two page article advocating land-value taxation at
page 13, under the heading "Your Washington Reporter".
In part it reads : "Take taxes off homes and all buildings and improvements... to make them cheaper to buy
or rent. Put much heavier taxes on land values, to discourage speculators and make land c h e a p e r . . . " The
article also appears "in a number of railroad union
monthly magazines" with huge circulation.
THE MAD PARADOXES OF SUBSIDIES
This startling note was clipped from The Reporter magazine,
Ja-uary 22, by Miss Mary Rawson, a Canadian reader temporarily
resident in the U.S.A.

T ^ A R L Y last fall, the Federal Maritime Board decided
- • - ' t o raise the rate of subsidy paid to American ship lines
for building their vessels in American yards. (This is not
to be confused with the subsidy for operating the ships.)
Heretofore, the government payment was figured to make
up the difference between shipbuilding costs in the United
States and those in Europe. Henceforth, the comparison
was to be with Japanese yards, which have enjoyed a
sensational boom.
Lykes Bros. Steamship Co. was the first to enjoy the
new subsidy rate. The government agreed to foot 48.4 per
cent of the bill (believed to be a record) for four new
freighters, to cost $36 million. Lykes turned the job over
to the Sparrows Point yards of the Bethlehem Steel Company.
Just five days later, a tiny squib buried in the back
pages of the New York Times caught our eye. It quoted
a spokesman for Kawasacki Dockyard Industries of Kobe,
Japan, to the effect that his yard had just landed an order
to build three super tankers—for Bethlehem Steel.
A "SIMPLE" PROTEST
Readers who do not follow Peter Simple's column in the London
conservative Daily Telegraph will be grateful to Mr. Adrian Ince
ot Barnes, Surrey, for sending this clipping, headed "Protest",
from the January 23 issue. It has a bearing on the previous item!

/ ^ E R T A I N L Y it is shocking that the Americans should
^
have rejected a British tender for two turbines in
favour of an American tender some £110,000 higher. Sir
Harold Caccia has every right to protest; so has Sir David
Eccles.
Let us now look at the matter from another angle. Suppose we are building a dam in Scotland. Tenders are invited for two turbines, and British firms find themselves
underbid by a firm from Japan, say, or Hongkong.
Imagine then the ensuing rumpus, the shrieks of
"sweated labour" and "unfair competition"! As the last
surviving pupil of the Manchester school, I would probably
LAND & LIBERTY

find myself alone in advocating that the lowest tender be
accepted, whether from Kobe, Kowloon or Katmandu.
Pig-headed as I may be, I have the virtue of consistency. From that I derive a better right than most to protest against America's folly.
*

*

SOUTH AFRICA
From the many press clippings sent by the ever vigilant Mr.
Harry F. Levett of F vender, Transvaal, we select the following as
being of particular interest.

L A N D PRICE DOUBLES
I N TWO YEARS
From Sunday Times, Johannesburg, December 21.

L

A N D values are booming in the Gamtoos River Valley.
Cultivated land which two years ago sold for £800 a
morgen now fetches at least £1,500 a morgen.
One farmer, Mr. Johan Landman, who bought a 211morgen farm for £4,000 ten years ago has now sold it
for £23,000.
Large-scale developments in the valley have caused the
boom. The biggest is the building of the Kougha Dam,
which when completed in 1961 will increase the land under
cultivation from the present 4,800 morgen to 10,000
morgen.
The value of agricultural production in the valley will
be increased by £1,000,000 a year.
£2 E R F SOLD F O R £5,000
From The Star, Johannesburg, November 25

A

N erf which the original owner bought for £2 was sold
by public auction on behalf of his heirs at Walvis Bay
at the week-end for £5,000. It was bought by a local
business man, Mr. J. C. Harris.
The erf, more than a morgen in extent and with a
street frontage of 400 ft., was bought in 1886 for £2 by
Mr. Frederick C. Deary, two years after he arrived in
Walvis Bay.
In 1904, after trading with the Natives for 20 years,
he disappeared. Rates on the property accumulated until
more than £500 was owing to the town council, which
decided to sell the erf.
DIRECTING INDUSTRY
Letter by Mr. Stephen Martin, Sidcup, Kent,
in The Liberal News, January 29.

H E Board of Trade are wasting their time and taxpayers' money by sending 60,000 circulars to managing directors reminding them that the Treasury will
provide easy credit or grants if they will open factories in
unemployment black spots.
Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, commerce and industry has grown up in towns and areas most
advantageous to the profitable conduct of their business.
State-aid and authoritarian direction of industry cannot contend with the natural economic laws governing
production, distribution and exchange. The solution is to
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" PROTECTION "—BUT NOT FOR
RETURNING HOLIDAYMAKERS

*

On this question, Land & Liberty readers are with Peter
Simple one hundred per cent.

T

free society from the tolls of land monopoly and enable
labour and capital to expand. So long as the private
appropriation of the economic rent of land continues, so
will depression bedevil the well-being of industry.

This "helpful" (?) letter by the Press Officer to H. M. Customs
and Excise in the News Chronicle, January 26, was noticed by
Miss P. Baker, Barnes.

A

M O N G the delights of the Channel Islands listed in
your Holiday Service are the stores which provide
Swiss watches, German cameras and other goods "at prices
half as cheap as they are in this country". May I offer
a friendly note of caution to the prospective holidaymakers
and of reassurance to those who buy or sell goods in this
country upon which duty or tax has been paid.
Most articles purchased in the Channel Islands would
be liable to purchase tax or import duty (in some cases to
both) on importation by the returning visitor to the
United Kingdom—materially reducing the price advantage.
BOOK RECEIVED
Winston Churchill's Anti-Depression Proposal . . .
By
William E. Clement. With 62 illustrations, 266 pp. $4.25.
Sponsored by the Public Revenue Education Council,
Room 308, 705 Olive Street, St. Louis 1, Mo., U.S.A. from
whom copies may be obtained.

This book discusses Sir Winston's proposal, in his
Liberal days, to improve economic conditions. It reproduces extracts from his vitally important speeches and
writings, and presents the scientific land-value taxation
he then advocated as the only sufficient answer to
to Communism and Marxian Welfare-statism. As secretary
of the Benjamin Franklin Research Society, the author
has written five widely circulated works. He is prominent
in civic affairs and is a member of the New Orleans
Chamber of Commerce.
Notice here does not preclude later review.
OBITUARY
With regret we record the passing of three friends of
the land values cause—Cecil B. DeMille, the film producer (77) in Hollywood on January 21 ; Philip FothergilJ,
joint honorary treasurer of the Liberal Party and a former
president and chairman of the party, (52), at his home
in Dewsbury, Yorkshire, on January 31 ; and H. G.
McGhee, Labour M.P. for Penistone since 1935 (60), at
his Sheffield home on February 6.
Mr. DeMille looked upon Henry George as a prophet,
a friend, and a "kindly, bearded man". His venture into
amateur theatricals was made with the George children
at the age of eight. Anna George later married his younger
brother, William. She was the mother of Margaret, a
fashion expert, and Agnes, the famous choreographer and
author. When making "The Ten Commandments" three
years ago, Mr. DeMille turned to Henry George's lecture
on Moses with affection and keen perception. He had
it printed and widely circulated and, when he called on
Sir Winston Churchill last year, presented him with a
copy.
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A Conspiracy of Silence
Smothers the Answer to Communism
r i ^ H E oft-repeated charge that the taxation of land
values is blanketed by a conspiracy of silence may
sound to the outsider the extravagant exaggeration of a
disgruntled minority ready to blame others for their own
shortcomings as propagandists. To them we earnestly commend a new Schalkenbach Foundation 100 page book
entitled, " The Effective Answer to Communism—and
Why You Don't Get it in College". Joint authors are
Dr. Harry Gunnison Brown, emeritus professor of economics, University of Missouri, and his wife, Elizabeth
Read Brown.
Chief of the many questions posed and convincingly
answered is whether an unpublicised professional fear is
the Achilles heel of capitalism's answer to Communism.
No unbiased person could read this quietly authoritative
work without being gravely concerned, and without
accepting as proved that the truth about taxation is
deliberately suppressed. Nor could he fail to be impressed
by the theoretical case, supported by carefully analysed
evidence, presented in favour of the taxation of land
values.
This book is a "must" alike for the tyro, the sceptic
and the enthusiast: certainly every reader of Land &
Liberty should have at least one copy. There are chapters
dealing with the problem of idle sites in American cities,
tax policy and zoning in modern cities, the cost of housing,
and Australian experience of the benefits which implementation of the land value policy has conferred. The
prospector and economic rent, the rights of property, and
the void in college economics each receive attention. There
is a chapter on history as it might have been, and another
on academic freedom and the defence of capitalism.
Provocatively Dr. Brown subtitles one of the chapters
on Keynes' ideas—they occupy a fifth of the present book
—"How Keynesism Gives Aid and Comfort to the Communists".
Other chapters include a brief review of the definitive
work on the Single Tax Colony at Fairhope, Alabama,
"Foundations, Professors and 'Economic Education'", and
that delightful satirical poem by Edmund Vance Cooke
about the uncivilised monkeys whose understanding of
the rights of property, the law of wages and a healthy
social economy puts to shame the general run of economists and politicians.
This sampling from his latest work gives a hint of Dr.
Brown's views:
Time was when the American Declaration of Independence and the struggle of the American states for freedom from political domination by Great Britain, stirred
the imaginations of liberty loving people in many other
countries. Today we seek allies and sympathisers in our
ideological struggle against the socialistically regimented
countries of the communist bloc. Will it help us in this
48

ideological struggle, will it stir enthusiasm for capitalism,
if in the "capitalism" that we practice and that we urge
upon others, there must be included vast private income
derived from charging for permission to work on and to
live on the earth? — Page 7.
*

Scarcely ever, in the economics courses at American
universities and colleges—even in the course in Public
Finance—is the theory of the subject—or any such
relevant data—presented to students adequately, so that
any considerable number of them get any appreciable
understanding of what land value taxation can accomplish
or why it can accomplish it. Frequently neither the teacher
nor the textbook mentions the subject at all,—or they
mention it only to make a few brief and unanalytical
derogatory comments on it. — Page 16*

Teachers of economics continue to stress "the ability
theory" of taxation and, in lesser degree, what they are
pleased to call "the benefit theory" and appear to have,
usually, no appreciation of the overwhelming advantages
to a community or a nation, of making the annual rental
value of land the first source and, in so far as possible,
the chief source of taxation. The truth is, despite the
sniping of an antagonistic economics professoriate, that,
certainly within the limits of what a tax taking substantially all of the annual rental value of land would yield,
such a tax would be more advantageous even to propertyless wage earners of small income, than the most drastically progressive tax on earned incomes or on all incomes together, and this even though such drastically
progressive income tax were to take nothing at all from
such wage earners. Then why should any economics professors plume themselves on their "liberalism" when they
are putting chief emphasis on the "ability theory"? And
how can they think of themselves as sympathetic toward
the ordinary worker, when they persistently refuse to
present fully and fairly to students who would eagerly
listen, the demonstrable advantages of and the convincing
arguments for such land value taxation? Or are ambition,
hard work, efficiency, and the willingness to save and
invest, so deserving of punishment that we should tax
them in preference to taxing land values, although the
latter tax policy is better even for average and belowaverage propertyless wage earners!
Is it, perchance, regarded as academically more "safe,"
or less "radical," for economics professors to emphasise
a tax system that goes a considerable distance towards the
Marxian ideal—"from each according to his capacity,
to each according to his need"—than to emphasise land
value taxation, which is of the very essence of a truly selfconsistent philosophy of free private enterprise?—Page 18.
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The difference between receiving income from capital
which, without work and saving, would not even be in
existence, and receiving income because one is in a strategic position to forbid others the use of a part of the
earth which has been made desirable because of geological
forces or community growth and development—this
difference is fundamental and profound. What shall we
say of learned professors of economics in whose economic
philosophy—and in whose teaching and textbooks—it has
no place at all? — Page 19.
*

If there is occasionally a teacher who is eager to present
fully and fairly the case for land-value tax policy, he is
quite likely to be limited in his opportunities to do so
by the prejudices of colleagues. Texts are selected and
assignments arranged which all must use and follow. Dull
and, from the point of view of the general welfare,
relatively inconsequential topics are dwelt on for weeks.
Almost no time—if any at all—remains for a consideration
of the question whether some men should have to pay
other men for permission to work on and to live on the
earth in those locations where work is relatively productive and life reasonably tolerable. The situation is much
as it would be in a medical college if the lecturers on
cancer and rabies were forced to devote their time chiefly
to the subject of poultices and dressings and were
allowed hardly any time for the explanation of surgical
techniques, radium and x-ray treatment, and vaccination!
In one case that came to my attention, the hindering
prejudice was not that of the teacher's colleagues—for he
was the one economics teacher in a very small college—but
of his own former teachers. He feared to use a particular
textbook that clearly stressed the advantages of land-value
taxation, because he felt that, if he did use it, his former
teachers at the university where he had earned his Ph.D.
degree might learn about his doing so and might be unwilling then to recommend him for some better position
elsewhere! — Pages 30-31.
*

It is my experience that students in the "principles" of
economics—and in public finance, too—are more interested
in the land-value-tax part of the course than in any other
part. Individual students have informed me that they have
heard about this topic as a part of the course and that
they wanted to take the course especially for that reason.
Any adequate presentation of this topic reaches for
fundamentals. It stirs discussion. It is dramatic. The
students talk about it outside the class. Toward the end of
my teaching at the University of Missouri, one of my best
students said to me that "the question of the land tax is
the most discussed question on this campus". Students
endeavour to explain the theory of it to others not taking
the course. They talk about it at home during vacation.
Teachers who omit or "soft-pedal" this part of economics
can scarcely hope, if other things are at all equal, to make
their classes as interesting to their student customers.
— Page 32.
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Yet those who most loudly proclaim their opposition to
communism, both conservatives and "liberals," persistently oppose it [the taxation of land values], despite
mounting evidence of its beneficial effects. Or, at best,
they studiously ignore it. Do they definitely prefer continuing heavy taxes on capital and its income rather than
have any increase in the taxation of land values? Or do
they hope to relieve capital by increasing the burdens of
the comparatively poor? — Page 91.
*

A well-known economics teacher who had collaborated
in the writing of a book in which increased taxation of
land values was favoured, told me in private conversation
that he had, because of this, taken considerable "razzing"
from colleagues. Another economics teacher confided to
me that when, during his graduate school days, he had
made his interest in land-value taxation known to one of
his teachers, the latter suggested to him that, as a young
economist, he should be careful about committing himself thus to a view not generally held in the profession.
A third economist, after some experience in teaching economics and in collaborative writing, remarked to me that
"economists seem to have closed minds on the subject".
And a fourth economics teacher told of making reference,
in a graduate course at one of our most distinguished
universities, to Henry George as an economist, whereupon
his professor replied: "Well, if we call Henry George an
economist."
Toward the end of my teaching at the University of
Missouri, a student coming there from a small college
and enrolling in my course in "Public Revenues," remarked
to me that a former economics teacher had asked him:
"What do you want to take that for?" The teacher referred to the land-value tax idea as "mediaeval" and said,
in regard to my course: "Well, don't pay too much
attention to it."
During my years of teaching at the University of
Missouri, we had many students who had done their first
two years of college work elsewhere. Almost without
exception they had been taught nothing, or next to
nothing, about this really fundamental reform for the
strengthening of the free private enterprise system. Will
there continue to be practically no chance to learn anything about it in some ninety-nine per cent of our colleges,
where, of all places, its study would seem to be most
appropriate and desirable? — Page 96.

The Effective Answer
To Communism
and Why You Don't Get it in College
By Harry G. and Elizabeth R. Brown
100 pp
35 Cents
Robert Schalkenbach Foundation
50 East 69th Street, New York, 21, N.Y.
Available soon from Land & Liberty - Price 2/6
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The Yarn Spinners' Agreement
l y / T R . THORNEYCROFT, from a political standpoint,
has sunk without trace; but much of the fine work
which he initiated whilst at the Board of Trade continues.
He, more than anyone else, was responsible for the
current offensive against monopolies and price-fixing, with
which Britain's industry is riddled. But, in passing, it may
be noted that if the country pursued a Free Trade policy
the introduction of anti-monopoly legislation would be
unnecessary.
The most significant feature of the anti-monopoly campaign has been the manner in which the arrangements in
the Lancashire textile trade have been amongst the first
to come under review. The Monopolies Commission reported unfavourably on the scheme operated by the
calico printers, and now the Yarn Spinners' Agreement
has been ruled by the Restrictive Practices Court to be
contrary to the public interest. This is a major victory
for us, and one which gives a great deal of personal
satisfaction.
In the past, 1 had campaigned assiduously against the
Yarn Spinners' Association scheme, and one particular
incident merits recall. It arises from a letter which I wrote
to the Financial Times. At that time, my father was
abroad on business but, on his return, his Managing
Director called him in and informed him that he should
stop me from writing such letters! Needless to say, my
father flatly refused and pointed out that we were at one
in our views on the scheme. Thereafter, he was socially
ostracised by many people in the trade, and the cold
shoulder was given to other Free Traders.
Meanwhile, the most important fact about the Court's
decision on the Yarn Spinners' Association scheme is that
it was given at a period when the industry was beset with
difficulties, and it was known that it would result in many
mills closing—although, paradoxically, from this it does
not follow that there will be more unemployment in the
trade, as will be seen in a moment. Clearly, then, the
Court intends to be "tough", which is all to the good, and
consequently many trade associations will now abandon
their practices voluntarily.
Few can fail to feel sympathy, of course, with Lancashire in her present difficulties but, if the skies are black,
it is because having sown the wind, she is now reaping
the whirlwind.
Her problems are diverse, arising from uncertainty about
future cotton prices following government intervention in
the world market, and competition from man-made fibres,
loss of foreign markets, growing pressure in the home
market from foreign producers, and increased use of
substitutes for cotton such as tin foil, glass, paper, plastics
and so on, in both the industrial and consumer field. But
the troubles have been aggravated by the pursuit of pricefixing agreements.
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Such agreements are not built-in stabilisers but built-in
rigidities, which prevent the industry from adjusting itself
to structural changes. Hence, when the inevitable changes
are made, they are all the more painful, and the worker
may feel them more severely, because they tend to coincide
with a lull in industrial activity.
During the next few months, the already bruised cotton
trade must adjust itself to the new conditions. This will
entail the inefficient mills closing. Previously, they could
make good profits under the scheme because of the high
level at which prices were fixed.
Some idea of the differences in efficiency, incidentally,
may be gauged from the following figures. In the case
of 20's American yarn, for instance, production costs
ranged from 5.86d. per lb. for the lowest-cost mill to
10 02d. for the highest, and for 32's the range was from
7.90d. to 12.47d.
Production will be concentrated in the more efficient
mills. Their costs will be further reduced because they
will now be able to run shifts, which they couldn't previously, because the limited labour force was spread
amongst too large a number of mills. The majority of
firms have been working at only 60 to 70 per cent,
machine utilisation on single shifts and this has been
pushing up their costs very substantially. Hence, when the
initial shake-up is over, and things have a chance to
settle down, it will be a stronger and more compact industry which emerges and one better fitted to face the
economic vicissitudes of today.
Before concluding, in fairness to Lancashire, it must be
pointed out that she has some justifiable grounds for
complaint. For instance, the industry is not allowed to buy
under conditions of Free Trade, and it is incumbent upon
the Government to remove all duties on her inputs. And,
allied with all this is the question of Purchase Tax. Here
it is pertinent to recall what the Conservatives said in
their famous Industrial Charter, published when in Opposition. It states: " Moreover, when the Government foresees a bad time coming they should be prepared to reduce
direct taxation, relax the purchase tax and repay tax
credits accumulated." Surely the present state of trade
is such as to warrant the removal of Purchase Tax.
Futhermore, whilst the Government continues to pour
millions of pounds of our money annually into the artificial stimulation of branches of agriculture for which the
country is ill-suited, our dependence upon food imports
will be lessened. This, in turn, boomerangs against our
exports, and it gives further stimulus to primary producing
countries to industrialise behind tariff barriers. When this
happens, textiles are always the first trade to be developedWhich brings us back to our initial point. Price-fixing
schemes could not develop in a free economy, nor would
there be any raison d'etre for them.
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